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  Chapter I gives an introduction of my personal experience with the role and a 
short historical background of the environment that produced such a work.  I also provide 
a concise breakdown of standard performance practice for French opera and how it 
relates to my interpretation of Offenbach’s music as a unique French operetta style.  
Chapter II takes each piece from the opera and provides a detailed guide for successful 
performance and addresses various eccentricities which are far enough outside the 
standard repertoire they might incur consternation in the singer.  Chapter III contains my 
concluding remarks on the role and its place in the repertoire, and the subsequent 
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION 
I. Personal Experience with the Role of Pâris in Offenbach’s La belle Hélène 
My primary purpose in describing the process of preparation for this role is in 
helping to guide anyone else interested in Pâris, but also for anyone who may be unsure if 
the role is within their grasp or a possible assignment to a student.  In the fall of 2016, I 
was offered the role of Pâris in Offenbach’s operetta, La belle Hélène, with an opera 
company to be performed in the summer of 2017.  I began researching any information 
that I could find on the role so as to gain some understanding of the standardized 
performance practices of the role and of French operetta.   
  I first looked into what sort of recordings of the performance existed and what I 
might glean from various renditions.  I found a limited number of recorded productions in 
their entirety, but I did find many renditions of the aria and the duet as excerpts from 
concerts and scenes programs.1  I found the role included very high virtuosic singing, 
comedic sound-effect vocalises, taxing patter sections, very low tessitura coloratura, and 
varying styles of singing that ranged beyond my experience with standard operatic 
repertoire.  I turned to the library and did an in-depth research of Offenbach and La belle 
Hélène to see if there were any clues as to the history of the performance of Pâris.  I 
quickly discovered that La belle Hélène holds an important place as a paradigm shifting 
piece of satire and on-stage sexuality and became one of Offenbach’s most popular works 
 
1. Gérard Cadet, “De Volupté en Roublardise: Profile Vocaux,” L’Avant-Scène Opéra (1989), 103.  
Cadet’s article serves as an overview of the major roles of La belle Hélène and takes a moment to point out 
that though the role was well performed by notable tenors there exists a limited number of recorded 




from Paris, through the Germanic countries, and all the way to Russia.2  I found plenty of 
scholarly writing about the history of performances and the plot of La belle Hélène, but, 
like another researcher Maria Antonella Balsano, uncovered very little about the actual 
performance style of Offenbach’s operetta.3  There was no phonetic translation of the 
libretto for the operetta and so I hired a translator in order to create a new and complete 
translation.4  I was staring into the most confusing and potentially difficult role I had ever 
seen and there was no authoritative voice decisively stating what was acceptable in role 
interpretation and what was not.  
   In the end I was able to build a system of practice that allowed me to acclimate to 
the requests of the conductor and stage director upon my arrival at the company, but not 
all singers may find themselves in the congenial rehearsal atmosphere that I did.  There is 
also an expectation that operetta is good for young singers as it is often lighter in 
orchestration and considered and easier sing.  However, in his article De Volupté en 
Roublardise: Profile Vocaux, Gérard Cadet describes how for the role of Pâris in La belle 
Hélène the tenor must have an advanced level of ability over his high range, vocal 
flexibility in multiple styles of singing, and a very strong acting capability.5  I mention 
the acting here because much of the writing of this role does not always give preference 
 
2. Laurence Senelick, "Offenbach and Chekhov; Or, La Belle Yelena," Theatre Journal 42, 4 (Winter 
1990): 456-57, http://www.jstor.org/stable/3207722. 
 
3. Maria Antonella Balsano, “Satira e Parodia Nelle Operette di Offenbach,” in Sette Variazioni a 
Luigi Rognoni: Musiche e Studi dei Discepoli Palermitani, 3 (Palermo: Flaccovio, 1985), 141. 
 
4. Elsa Quéron, French Operas by Elsa. http://www.frenchoperasbyelsa.com. 
 




to the musicality of the line or the setting of the French text, but rather to heavy-handed 
political, social, and national satire.  In Offenbach’s operetta, where characterization and 
dramatic intention are at a paramount, the acting must be equally balanced with the 
attention to singing or else the two techniques will conflict with each other resulting in a 
compromised performance vocally.6  Therefore, this role should only be assigned to those 
tenors who possess advanced skills vocally and dramatically with the ability to sing a 
lead tenor role and the willingness to also sing in character voice when necessary.   
Maria Antonella Balsano pointed out in her article, Satira e Parodia Nelle 
Operette di Offenbach, that there are few performance practice guides devoted 
specifically to the operettas of Offenbach.7  She makes the point that there is a great deal 
of literature devoted to the man and his history, but that true analyzation of his style is 
lacking.8  She goes on in her article to draw her own conclusions of his style from what 
historical inference she could make.  Similarly, my development of Offenbach’s style 
began with researching comprehensive histories of opera and operetta and then 
progressing to documentary and biographical accounts in order to gain a social and 
historical perspective on operetta as a genre. 
 There are a great many comprehensive opera histories from which to build a 
foundation of research.  Utilizing the works of scholars like Orrey (1987) and Somerset-
 
6. H. Wesley Balk, The Complete Singer-Actor: Training for Music Theater (Minneapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 1996), 22-23, 30-33, 
 
7. Balsano, Satira e Parodia, 139. 
 




Ward (1998)9  provides a picture of the 19th century musical and compositional world 
while more concentrated histories of operetta, such as those by Bordman (1981) or 
McSpadden (1936)10, help to trace the developments and historical movements of 
operetta as they compare with the larger image of opera history.  However, due to the 
comprehensive nature of these sources they are unable to provide an in-depth research 
into any one composer or piece.  Documentary approaches, such as Streatfield (1971) or 
Marek (1948)11 provide more subjective accounts of operatic history from the 
perspectives of the given composers and musicians responsible for the productions being 
 
9. See also:  
 
Edward J. Dent, The Rise of Romantic Opera (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1976). 
 
Anthony R. Deldonna and Pierpaolo Polzonetti, eds., The Cambridge Companion to Eighteenth-
Century Opera (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
 
Robert Donington, The Rise of Opera (London: Faber and Faber Limited, 1981). 
 
Reinhard G. Pauly, Music and the Theater: An Introduction to Opera (Englewood Cliffs:  
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1970). 
 
Herbert Lindenberger, Opera in History: From Monteverdi to Cage (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press: 1998).  
 
10. See also:  
 
Denny Martin Flinn, Musical!: A Grand Tour (New York: Schirmer Books, 1997).  
 
Witold Gombrowicz and June Guicharnaud, "Operetta. Commentary." Yale French Studies, 39 (1967): 
210-14.  
 
11. See also:  
 
       R. A. Streatfeild, The Opera: A Sketch of the Development of Opera. With full Descriptions of all 
Works in the Modern Repertory, Rev. ed. Edited by Edward J. Dent. (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 
Publishers, 1971). 
 
       Ethel Peyser and Marion Bauer, How Opera Grew: From Ancient Greece to the Present  
Day (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1956). 
      
       David Littlejohn, The Ultimate Art: Essays Around and About Opera (Berkeley, CA: University of 
California Press, 1992). 
 
5 
performed today.  They are able to go into greater detail and add to the social mindset and 
human relationships that inhabited the 19th century world in which these operettas were 
developed.  This sort of information helps when attempting to decipher more enigmatic 
passages in the music and plots of 19th century operetta performed in a modern setting.  
Among the comprehensive histories of operetta, those by Lamb (2000) and Traubner 
(1983) gave more attention to the origin of operetta in Paris and Offenbach’s contribution 
as the father of the genre.  Combining these histories with concise articles focusing on the 
social, economic, or revolutionary aspects of the era authors such as Katalinić (2009) and 
Ellis (2010) can help one to understand better the perspectives and historical context of 
the people that lived during Offenbach’s time.   
 In seeking to understand the 19th century human mindset, the biographies by 
Kracauer (2002) and Moss (1954) provide invaluable information in the character portrait 
they create of Offenbach and his collaborators.  Understanding who Offenbach was, what 
he valued, and who his influences were provide insight into his compositional style.  In 
addition, they traverse the history of his career by his compositions and as a result they 
were the only sources that provided information in greater detail on La belle Hélène.  
Reading the scholarly response to La belle Hélène and seeing what they deemed 
necessary for inclusion in a history of the composer reveals the modern opinion of the 
subject and how another perspective could add to what was already in existence.  
Combining the biographical research with broader historical sources affords an even 
stronger basis for artistic choices later on in the practical stage of the process. 
 After consulting the sources necessary in creating a portrait of the events and 
people of the era of French operetta, the research turns to the practical aspects of actually 
 
6 
performing the music.  As previously stated, there were no performance practice guides 
dedicated solely to the interpretation of French operetta as a genre,12 but there are many 
resources on the singing of the French language and French vocal music in general.  
 Pierre Bernac (1970) provides an excellent source on French diction and phrasing 
of the French language as it is sung.  His book focuses on specific French song cycles and 
reserves its coaching for French art song.  It is certainly useful for all French singing but 
does not tread into the territory of French operatic performance practice.  The most 
practical and comprehensive book for diction, including French, is by John Moriarty 
(1975).  Based on experience Moriarty’s approach is the most effective, comprehensive, 
intuitive, and pragmatic for working singers.  It was invaluable in helping to articulate a 
basis on the techniques for singing French opera and in turn developing a style for French 
operetta.13  For sources that favor the coaching aspect over a focus in diction, Alan 
Montgomery’s book, (2006), is excellent for operatic phrasing and the accepted tastes of 
the various styles.  He provides insight into the major genres and composers of opera 
throughout history but does not specifically discuss French operetta as his book is quite 
comprehensive and its pages needed to be reserved for the major operatic pieces and 
therefore skewed away from things like art song and light opera or operetta.  Among the 
 
     12.  Balsano, Satira e Parodia, 141. 
      
     13.  See also:  
 
     David Adams, A Handbook of Diction for Singers: Italian, German, French (London and New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2008). 
 
     Richard G. Cox, The Singer's Manual of German and French Diction (New York, NY: Schirmer Books, 
1970) 
 




literature of coaching manuals, Singher (1983) and Hiller (2001) also provide insight into 
the preparation and coaching of performance practice for opera, but, again, nothing that 
mentioned operetta, or specifically French operetta, by name.   
 A focused research on the development of French opera and French theatrical 
styles and tastes helps the reader to understand the far-reaching influence of French 
theater, musical or otherwise, on the rest of Europe and the world.  Research of French 
influence on the development of the various national forms of operetta determines that all 
of them stemmed from French satirical theater and operetta.  In conclusion, the historical 
importance of this operetta, though fairly unknown to many American musicians, is 
substantial and warrants a greater body of research into its performance practice.   
  I found myself prepared to develop an educated perspective on a style and genre 
of music that did not have an overabundance of dedicated scholarly research.  Now that I 
have had the experience of singing the role, I have an intimate understanding of all the 
nuances, beautiful and ridiculous, that it has to offer.  It is truly an excellent piece of 
farcical diversion worthy of our time and study, to say little of the fact that the music is 
deftly composed and holds its own when compared to the compositions of Offenbach’s 
contemporaries.14  These notes will aid in preparation and give the singer permission to 
confidently make the choices necessary for a successful performance and provide a point 
of reference for future singers or students seeking guidance in the performance practice 
of French operetta via the template of a vocally eclectic and demanding role. 
 
     14.  Balsano, Satira e Parodia, 150.  Balsano builds much of her perspective of Offenbach’s style based 




II. The Historical Atmosphere of Paris 
La belle Hélène debuted in 1864 at the Théâtre des Variétés in Paris, cementing 
Offenbach as one the most popular composers of his day.15  La belle Hélène was a 
smashing success and dominated the stages of multiple countries throughout Europe.16  It 
enjoyed special success in the more politically and socially repressive countries such as 
England, Denmark, and Russia.  For example, the operetta, though fairly unknown today, 
monopolized the Russian stage for ten years as the socially controlled Russian public 
found an outlet in La belle Hélène’s opulent satire and flagrant sexuality.17  La belle 
Hélène is still enjoyed in its home country of France, as a true satire and testament to the 
power of taste in the rising mid-19th century Parisian middle class.  
 In the 19th century, Paris was an epicenter of art and commerce.  The fads of the 
Parisian audiences had an immense effect on the musical theater of Europe in the form of 
more low-brow productions called opérette.18 These mini operas became the seed for the 
German and English traditions of operetta and lead eventually to the combination with 
jazz in America to form the tradition of Musical Theater.  Offenbach is credited with the 
creation of this art form during his years of writing in the boulevard theaters of Paris.19    
  Some of the most important performance opportunities for young musicians of 
 
15. Siegfried Kracauer, Jacques Offenbach and the Paris of His Time (New York: Zone Books,  
2002), 280. 
 
16. Ibid., 279-80. 
 
17. Laurence Senelick, "Offenbach and Chekhov; Or, La Belle Yelena." Theatre Journal 42, 4 (Winter 
1990): 456, http://www.jstor.org/stable/3207722. 
 
18. Andrew Lamb, 150 Years of Popular Musical Theatre (New Haven: Yale University Press,  
2000), 5.   
 
19. Ibid., 5.     
 
9 
19th century Paris were known as the Salons.20  Parisian salons manifested as opulent 
parties thrown by the wealthy or politically relevant in order to gain notoriety, and music 
was one of the most important aspects of these social events.21  The strategy for 
struggling musicians like Offenbach, therefore, was to build a network and popularity by 
performing for these well-to-do parties so that eventually one might be able to garner 
enough popularity to sell tickets to a solo concert.22   
  Meanwhile every aspect of Parisian night life revolved around posturing for 
influence and power, and the censorship of the Napoleonic government led to Parisians 
longing for an escape from the moral rigors of their governors.23  Also, the opéra-
comique had turned dramatically serious, failing to fulfill its role as a source of lighter 
material.24  Not only did salon culture inform Offenbach’s plots and two faced 
characterizations, popular music trends were informing his style.25  Rampant 
industrialization had produced a much larger Parisian working class than ever before.26  
Their tastes favored lighter fare and created a new demand in the artistic palate of Paris.27   
  Though he found success as a virtuoso, Offenbach profoundly loved theater, and 
 
20. Kracauer, Jacques Offenbach, 74. 
 
21. Ibid., 75-6. 
 
22. Ibid., 76-7. 
 
23. Ibid., 215. 
 
24. Arthur Moss and Evalyn Marvel, Cancan and Barcarolle: The Life and Times of Jacques 
Offenbach (New York: Exposition Press, 1954), 71. 
 
25. Ibid., 83. 
 





he eventually found work writing vaudevilles.28  Vaudevilles in the 18th century were 
original plays with musical breaks or interludes very much resembling modern musical 
theater in structure.  In its original form vaudevilles used melodic material made up of 
popular tunes of the day with lyrics altered to fit the story in which they were set.29  
These were produced nightly so they could directly reflect the contemporary news and 
serve as an 18th century live-action, satirical sitcom.30 From this tradition came Henri 
Meilhac and Ludovic Halévy who would write the libretto for La belle Hélène.   
  As Offenbach continued to make a living through concert hall work, the 
repressive content laws of French government began to loosen and he moved into the 
world of the boulevard theaters.31  Before the lifting of economic restrictions, the 
boulevard theaters could not compete with the royally funded opera houses and ballet 
companies.  The public raved over these bawdy, simplified nightly productions, and as 
they received no government funding they were left to rely upon ticket sales to continue 
their function.32  It was in this brave new world of theatrical freedom and 
experimentation that Offenbach developed the earliest operetta and changed the 
landscape of music in theater forever.
 
28. Ibid., 83-4. 
 
29. Dorothy S. Packer, "‘La Calotte’ and the 18th-Century French Vaudeville." Journal of  
the American Musicological Society 23, 1 (Spring 1970): 63, http://www.jstor.org/stable/830348. 
 
30. Jennifer L. Terni, "A Genre for Early Mass Culture: French Vaudeville and the City, 1830-1848." 
Theatre Journal 58, 2 (Fall 2006): 222, 230, https://muse.jhu.edu/article/199999. 
 
31. Anselm Gerhard, The Urbanization of Opera: Music Theater in Paris in the Nineteenth Century. 
Translated by Mary Whittall (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1992), 36. 
 




III. A Primer in French Singing and Style 
In a search for historical context and accepted practice for the performance of 
Pâris, one will uncover no direct guidance to a performance style of Offenbach’s 
operetta.  There are clearly a great number of singers who have successfully performed it, 
considering the enduring presence of Offenbach throughout history, but there are no 
specific points whether scholarly, word-of-mouth, or otherwise to give a young singer the 
direction he needs.  Much of the guidance necessary might come from the conductor and 
stage director, but the professional rehearsal process is often truncated, and it is necessary 
to prepare the role as much as possible before arriving at the sitzprobe.  The following is 
a short primer on the accepted performance practices of sung French so as to lay a 
foundation upon which to build and/or deviate from in the development of a performance 
practice for Offenbach’s operetta.  
The accepted technique for singing early to middle-late 19th century opera is 
called the bel canto technique.  There are countless pages and libraries committed to the 
description and preserving of this technique, but the resulting conclusion is nebulous.  
James Stark in his book on the History of Bel Canto states that, “There is no consensus 
among music historians or voice teachers as to the precise application of the term,” and 
Jean Callaghan in her book Singing and Voice Science similarly makes that point that it is 
all but impossible to know what singers’ technique in the 19th century.33  As hard as it is 
to pinpoint exactly what a vocal technique should encompass, it is undeniable that the 
Italian school of singing dominated the operatic art form throughout the 19th century and 
 




continues to this day.34  European singers either travelled to Italy to learn from the 
masters or imported the composers and style of Italian singing into their own houses.35  
Debates between proponents of an Italian or French school of voice rage on with no 
conclusion and nineteenth century mezzo-soprano voice teacher Mathilde Marchesi 
simply states that the best school of singing is the one that produces a good sound.36  
It is possible that the French schooled singers of the day were truly on a lower 
level than their Italian contemporaries, but there is no way to know with certainty.  
Opinions and conjectures are exactly the kinds of hurdles the singer will encounter when 
preparing to sing Pâris.  Operatic coaching sources have an enormous amount of music to 
reference and include, and as such most stylistic or pedagogical books have little to 
nothing specific to say about operetta repertoire.37  The optimal technique for this 
repertoire is logically that which produces excellent and easy singing, or bel canto, but 
the point remains that the execution of any school of singing will feel different to each 
individual person and will feel more different still when applied to varying languages, 
musical styles, and dramatic characterization.  Therefore, the vocal method with which to 
approach French operetta is the same for which one might approach non-dramatic 
Donizetti and Rossini.  It does not necessarily require a leggero tenor voice, but the vocal 
 
34. Jean Callaghan, Singing and Voice Science (New York: Da Capo Press, 1980), 2. 
 
35. Stark, Bel Canto, 206. 
 
36. Mathilde Marchesi and Philip Lieson Miller, Bel Canto: A Theoretical & Practical Vocal 
Method (New York: Dover Publications, 1970.), xviii. 
 
37. Alan Montgomery, Opera Coaching: Professional Techniques and Considerations (New York: 
Routledge, 2006.), 30. 
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quality of a very light, flexible voice is the most suitable and therefore as much muscular 
freedom and legato singing as possible is recommended.38  
The national compositional style of a region is dictated by the language being 
represented onstage.  There are a few foundational phrasing rules to follow in the singing 
of French music.   
1)  Sung French consists of a series of pure vowels held for the longest duration possible 
within their respective syllables with no changing of shape as lightly inserted 
consonants lead to the next vowel in the word.39  This will help to produce the 
smoothest possible legato line which is one of the defining elements of French style.40  
This steady devotion to the purity of vowel from syllable to syllable precludes any 
unspecified use of vowel modification or portamento.41  
2) In sung French, each vowel in a word or phrase is equally accented with a light stress 
given to the final vowel of the phrase or word with the exception of the 
conversationally unvoiced and musically voiced shadow vowel.42  Sung French, 
unlike English, does not emphasize or spring from consonants except under specific 
circumstances.   
 
38. Cadet, De Volupté, 101.  Cadet makes discusses the role in terms of the difficulty of its 
interpretation and the number of high C#’s that need to be sung. 
 
39. Callaghan, Singing and Voice Science, 45; Bernac, 12, 22. 
 
40. John Moriarty, Diction: Italian, Latin, French, German - the Sounds and 81 Exercises for Singing 
Them (Boston: E. C. Schirmer Music Company, 1975), 218. 
 
41. Bernac, 12. 
 
42. Ibid., 22. 
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3) There is an idiomatic quality to the rhythmic structure of French music that comes 
from its foundation in and devotion to the dance rhythms of the ballet.43  These 
rhythms can be used to great dramatic effect considering the necessary elegance of 
the legato line, and therefore must always be at the forefront of the interpreter’s mind.   
4) Rubato and ritardando are not employed unless indicated by the composer.44  
5) Do not attempt to nasalize the nasal vowels but instead allow the nasality to produce 
an affect upon the purely sung vowel.45 This choice is up for debate constantly, but 
for the sake of opera, not art song or pop music, it is simply necessary to sing a fully 
balanced and clear vowel with a nasal color in order to avoid singing into the nose, 
which is wholly undesirable.  Exceptions to this rule will be addressed throughout the 
performance guide of Pâris as a role.  
6) Do not allow the language to become over-dark.  There is a tendency to push the tone 
darker by virtue of carelessness or naiveté, but it is incorrect and harmful.  Especially 
when performing Pâris, a brighter tone is dramatically supported by the character’s 
effervescence, narcissism, and youth.   
There are exceptions to these rules, and unique cases in every operatic score will 
present their own challenges, but these are the pillars from which to articulate and 
deviate when developing a performance practice for Offenbach’s operettas.
 
43. Bernac, 23; Montgomery, Opera Coaching, 131. 
 
44. Ibid., 131. 
 




IV. Performance Practice for Offenbach’s Style 
Now that the tenor is singing Pâris with a similar technique to any of the 
commonly performed bel canto style Italian operas, he must alter his expectations in 
relation to the skill and effort that he puts into the music.  One key to singing Paris is to 
allow some notes to express colors outside of the conventional bel canto sphere of 
expectation.  Offenbach wrote his music not only to be funny or incongruous to his 
satirical plots of lofty characters, but the vocal lines themselves are sometimes 
aesthetically unpleasing to the discerning ear.46  This can be counterintuitive in an era of 
operatic performance where every young singer in America is trained for a standardized 
concept of vocal perfection and total bel canto beauty with every moment on stage.  It is 
very difficult to remove oneself from the standard expectation of vocal beauty, but in 
order to find the vocal style of Offenbach it must be done. 
The Italian style of the 19th century was reigning over Paris, specifically the 
insanely popular works of Rossini.47  In relation to that concept, it is important to keep in 
mind that Offenbach was primarily an instrumentalist and made his early career as a 
virtuoso musician and not a composer for the voice.  In much of his early work, and 
throughout his operettas, the singer may find themselves treated idiomatically as an 
instrument of the orchestra instead of as a human voice with all the eccentricities and 
advantages that affords.  This fact assists in subverting the expectation of where the 
music and text might go. 
 
46. Gérard Cadet, De Volupté, 101. 
 
47. Mina Curtiss, "Bizet, Offenbach, and Rossini," The Musical Quarterly 40, 3 (Summer 1954): 350-
59, http://www.jstor.org/stable/740074.   
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Paris’s stylistic taste of the day can also give shape to the comedic approach of 
this music.  As the opéra-comique was producing petit opéra, which were essentially 
Italianate opera with French lyrics, they represented the official and dominating artistic 
class of operatic presence in Paris.48  In addition the war of opinions between the French 
school of singing and the Italian school of singing can also be taken into account when 
accentuating and alternating between the Italianate passages and those that remain more 
in the French mode of expression.  It not only makes sense then that this operetta contains 
exceedingly Italianate sequences stylistically, but also so severely lampoons that style so 
as to make the standard young artist question his approach to preparing the role.   
  Speaking from experience, the comedic and buffoonish passages of Pâris’s 
singing are far more akin to performing Almaviva in Rossini’s Il barbierie di Siviglia.49  
Offenbach was greatly influenced stylistically by Rossini and most tenor roles by Rossini 
have a wealth of recordings, hundreds of pages, and countless examples of precedent to 
serve as some sort of guidance for vocal technique within the compositions of Offenbach.  
Thus, singing Pâris with a similar approach to Rossini’s florid singing is acceptable and 
encouraged.  Rossini’s writing of comedy usually includes patter, characterization, or 
surprising high notes that show off the singer’s skill and are therefore mini works of 
showmanship and virtuosity.   
 
 
48. Mark Everist, "Grand Opéra-Petit Opéra: Parisian Opera and Ballet from the Restoration to the 
Second Empire," 19th-Century Music 33, 3 (Spring 2010): 7, 
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/ncm.2010.33.3.195. 
 
49. Balsano, Satira e Parodia, 158.  This correlation is supported by Balsano who draws a strong 
parallel between the styles of Rossini and Offenbach.  She refers particularly to Rossini and Offenbach’s 




  The important thing to remember is that Offenbach’s Italianate passages will 
rarely sound pretty to the singer.  They do not afford the opportunity to show much in the 
way of vocal prowess, but instead entertain at what many would consider a base level.  
Offenbach was lampooning Rossini and decidedly not copying his style.50  These specific 
vocal lines are clunky, often sung on a hideous nasal vowel, and so low as to make the 
tenor uncomfortable and possibly over-blow his low notes.  Why the “Almaviva” 
approach helps is the matter of balancing the legitimate vocal demands with the character 
voices used throughout the show.  Beautiful singing and vocal health are still at a 
paramount throughout Il barbiere and that approach is necessary for successfully 
performing La belle Hélène.  A good example of this is in the act two finale as seen on 
the next page: 
 




Musical Example 1: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 16 Final”, mm. 172-175, refrain.  
 
   The desire to perfect these moments from a vocal standpoint is futile as they are 
meant to be funny, not only in a textual or plot driven manner, as in much of the tenor’s 
act II sequences in Il barbiere, but also in a way that makes them actually sound comedic 
when sung.51  With this as a basis for the approach of Offenbach’s style, the tenor should 
feel reassured in his approach to the preparation of the operetta.
 
51. Ibid, 279. 
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CHAPTER II – LA BELLE HÈLÉNE: A PERFORMANCE GUIDE 
I. A Brief Plot Synopsis 
Briefly, the plot of La belle Hélène is the prologue to the Trojan war of Greek 
antiquity.  The princess Hélène has recently married Ménélas and is celebrating her 
recent nuptials with appropriate fanfare and austerity.  Suddenly a young, handsome 
shepherd arrives on the scene and secretly reveals his identity and intentions to Calchas 
the high priest.  The shepherd is secretly Pâris, the prince of Troy, and has come to steal 
the beautiful Helene away from Ménélas.  Pâris relates how he has been promised the 
love of Hélène by the goddess Junon herself and thus a divine fate haunts Hélène and the 
entire cast for the rest of the plot.  The remainder of the plot serves as a scandalizing 
romantic comedy complete with buffoon Kings of Greece, sexy princesses, and ignoble 














II. No. 6, Le Jugement de Pâris 
Perhaps the most popular piece from La belle Hélène is Pâris’s aria Le Jugement 
de Pâris or The Judgement of Paris.  In theatre, this song is called a “cold aria” because 
there is no warm-up for the performer before he or she has to sing.  There is no small 
scene, substantial dialogue, or stage time with which to warm and get comfortable with 
the energy of the audience.  It is not unique that a performer be expected to be ready and 
warmed up before they sing an opera, but it makes an already very difficult aria into 
another kind of difficult.  Singing begins in the mind and because this is a cold aria, the 
anxiety or nerves are amplified to a greater level than usual.  Therefore, one of the 
primary goals in preparing this aria will be in preemptively aiming the vocal technique 
towards management of the symptoms of anxiety.  Dangerous anxiety may not always be 
present in your performance of this role, but the fact remains that your primary goal in 
this aria, as a technician, is to practice for the context in which you will perform the aria.  
There is no need to practice this aria for a more ideal environment as the elements 
surrounding live theater are categorically never ideal.  Pâris walks on stage and is greeted 
by Calchas, the resident religious official, and tells the story of what he is doing in 
Ménélas’s kingdom.  He tells how he was walking through a forest, carrying an apple, 
and came upon the goddesses Minerve, Junon, and Vénus who were bickering over 
which was the most beautiful.  The goddesses asked him to be the judge and with each 
refrain Pâris exults in the flirtatious joys of youth and divinity.  
The structure of this aria is a modified strophic with three verses and three 
refrains.  Treat the aria as a unique athletic event and train for it specifically.  In order to 
distance yourself from any value judgment to the quality of your sound, or the duration of 
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your preparation, run it always at tempo without stopping.  Set a regimen of singing the 
aria as if it were a workout session.  For example, sing the aria once day for two days 
straight, take a day off, sing once a day for three days, and take another rest day every 
week for a month.  There are various reasons for this approach: 
1) Pâris’s aria is a test of physical endurance.  Throughout the four-minute runtime 
there are only two moments with written rests for the singer to catch his 
breath.  The beauty of the tone does not matter if you do not have the strength 
to complete the aria. 
2) The hardest part of the aria is, again, the anxiety and nerves.  The greatest 
advantage you have in performing this aria is muscle memory.  For muscle 
memory, you need as many repetitions of the aria at performance tempo, with 
as much context as you can manage, as possible before the performance.  
These repetitions cannot be overdone throughout the day as the voice will not 
stand up to that kind of abuse and so it is necessary to set a fitness schedule as 
far in advance as possible so as to get in beneficial workouts.   
3) In addition, forcing the mind to work at tempo will result in every musical and 
acting choice being made in real time.  It is good to go phrase-by-phrase and 
plan these choices out, but they will ultimately be performed in tempo and so 
must be practiced in tempo.  This fact goes double for Paris’s aria as there are 
roughly two measures of rest in the entire aria.  The musical, dramatic, and 
poetic idea flow in an unbroken line through from the beginning of the song to 
the end.  There is literally no time to consider choices, musical, dramatic, or 
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otherwise, unless you have had enough practice making your artistic choices 
at least one line before the next.     
Tempo is the make-or-break factor of this aria.  The tendency of the singer, any 
singer, will be to take this at an andante, walking, tempo as the melody is very pretty and 
is even poetically describing a leisurely stroll through the woods.  The tessitura rests in 
the tenor’s break for the majority of the piece and the unbroken melodic line makes any 
dragging of the tempo deadly to the success of the aria.  The tempo is marked allegretto 
and the singer must push their inner tendency on the allegro side of allegretto.   
As the aria is an unbroken melodic line, and strophic, it is easy for it to become 
monotonous to the listener.  Careful attention to the text and making small acting choices 
throughout will break up the line and prevent it from becoming boring and help to focus 
your attention on something other than your performance anxiety.52  The first verse of 
Pâris’s aria flows legato with standard French diction rules with the syllables receiving 
equal emphasis as the focus of the phrasing builds toward the final syllable of the last 
word of the phrase.53  At measure 15, the aria takes a hard turn into Italianate virtuosity 
with the introduction of the refrain (see next page):   
 
 
      52. Balk, The Complete Singer Actor, 22. 
 




Musical Example 2: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 6 Le Judgement de Pâris”, mm. 15-24, refrain.  
 
The Bb’s on the word “Evohé!” are set up nicely and they are fun to sing.  Do not 
allow yourself to indulge in any sort of tenuto over these Bb’s because you will be 
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singing them two more times throughout the aria and you need to save for an ostentatious 
ending.  Err to the side of Pâris’s flippant and jaunty character and allow the notes to be 
exactly in tempo.  The rules of French diction also prohibit against over-indulgence in 
slides or portamenti.54  Add a light lift after “Evohé!” in measure 16 so as to avoid sliding 
off of the Bb.  There are a few acceptable moments for portamenti in this aria, but they 
should be used sparingly and the rules of sung French diction observed wherever 
possible.  Be sure that you only lift in measure 16 as your only opportunity for breath 
comes at the comma in measure 17 and you do not want to stack air.  You may take the 
same breath in measure 21 and then on the comma in measure 23 to set off the repeat of 
the last line.  It says ritardando, but do not let it bog down the energy.  You have a finite 
amount of strength for the performance of this aria and you must save.    
At measure 29, there is an acceptable practice of inserting the spoken text, “c’est 
moi!” when Pâris refers to a handsome man.55   
 
Musical Example 3: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 6 Le Judgement de Pâris”, mm. 29-30, spoken 
interjection.  
 
       54. John Moriarty, Diction, 218. 
 




At the “Ah!” in measure 35, allow a little comedic fall off of the note which will 
tee up the comedic gestures in the second half of measure 35.  Sing “Hola! Eh!” with 
some spoken emphasis so as to bring out the exclamatory aspect of the text to break up 
the melodic line and fight any hypnotic tendencies it may be causing.  In addition, 
changing vocal quality into a spoken rhythm helps to reset out of the ritardando back into 
tempo.  
 
Musical Example 4: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 6 Le Judgement de Pâris”, mm. 34-36, verse 2. 
 
The second refrain is identical in terms of maintaining tempo, breaths and lifts.  
Measures 54-55 contain the only written break in the music.  This is where the 
modifications to the established strophic verse come in.  Pâris suddenly takes on the 
characteristics of the goddesses themselves in measures 55-76.  Minerve values her 
virtuous, self-importance and you can reflect that by taking lifts in measures 56-58 and 




Musical Example 5: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 6 Le Judgement de Pâris”, mm. 55-63, verse 3 
“Minerve.”  
 
This breaking of the line gives a sense of overemphasis to each of her 
achievements and her name.  In measures 64-68, you reference the refrain line, but the 
melodic line is written so as to transform it into a mockish, eye-roll.  This can be 
accentuated by emphasizing the downbeat of measures 65-68 with a breath after 




Musical Example 6: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 6 Le Judgement de Pâris”, mm. 64-68, verse 3 
refrain motif.  
 
This breaks some of the rules of French diction, but the affectation here is the goal 
of the phrase and not beautifully set language. 56 
Next you play the aggressive and fiery Junon in measures 69-72 by pushing the 
tempo and dynamics from measure 69-70 before falling off into a deceptive sense of 
composure with legato in measures 71-72.  Remount the attack in measures 71-76, lifting 
after “pense” in measure 74 for breath and emphasis, as you build to a crescendo of 
intensity on the declamation of her name in measures 75-76.   
 





Musical Example 7: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 6 Le Judgement de Pâris”, mm. 69-76, verse 3 
“Junon”.  
Measures 79-83 slow down as Pâris reels from these declarations and turns his 
attention to Vénus.  This is an opportunity to recover from the demands of the high 
tessitura, and prepare for the finish.  The final verse moves at a leisurely andante and is 
the least ‘sung’ portion of the aria.  Pâris is now telling Calchas the twist of the story 
where he awards his apple, and seal of preference, to the beauty of Vénus.  The spirit of 
this line, poetically and musically, is suddenly lecherous.  It is clear that the goddess of 
love had a way of ‘not speaking’ that made his decision for him.  This sequence is 
dramatically the most flippant and the phrasing is the most lugubrious, which points to 
favoring the spoken cadence of the French over the legato lines of the music.  This also  
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sets the final verse apart from its previous iterations and cleanses the audience’s palate  
for the final refrain.  When you return in measure 92, the tempo needs to fly and remain 
constant to the final line.  It is not necessary, yet in many cases expected, to interpolate an 
Italianate high C at the end of a tenor aria.  Historically speaking the world had already 
heard a full-voiced or chested high C sung on stage 27 years prior.57  Expectation and 
experimentation of the quality and weight of the high C would have occurred by the 
writing and performing of La belle Hélène, and therefore a fairly modern approach, 
insofar as a full-chested sound expectation is concerned, is acceptable should any 
performance practice concerns arise. 
 
Musical Example 8: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 6 Le Judgement de Pâris”, mm. 101, final 
refrain.  
 
     57. Gregory W Bloch, “The Pathological Voice of Gilbert-Louis Duprez,” Cambridge Opera Journal 




III. No. 14, Couplets 
In the Couplets, Pâris sings his adoration over Hélène as he approaches her 
sleeping form.  The verse is lovely and melodic, but then, true to Offenbach’s style, the 
refrain shifts back to the comical mocking tone of the majority of the operetta.  The verse 
is a simple set of couplets, as implied by the title, and each phrase should be sung 
observing the standard techniques for singing legato French.58  The line flows naturally, 
and singing it thus creates exquisite melodic poetry.  Take light breaths in the form of 
lifts at the ends of measures 4, 8, 12, and 16 as they allow for enough air to shape the 
dotted half notes that emphasize the form of the poetry.  These instances also occur at 
natural breaks in the melody of the phrase and the poetry: 
 
Musical Example 9: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 14 Couplets”, mm. 4-6, verse 1.  
 
58. Callaghan, Singing and Voice Science, 45.  
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If you push the tempo a little bit to the breath in measure 4, you emphasize the deep-
seated passion of Pâris before breaking to a more relenting legato phrasing of the final 
half of the line which aptly translates to, “her divine beauty.”    
At measure 19 there is a series of notes set to the trill of the tongue on “brrr.”   
 
Musical Example 10: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 14 Couplets”, mm. 19-21, refrain.  
 
There is truly no rule or element of beautiful singing in this series and it should be 
sung using whatever means you have at your disposal to sell it.  It is ultimately a use of 
rhythm as a means of relaying the comedy which, as Maria Balsano points out, is a strong 
element of Offenbach’s compositional style.59  The dramatic intent of this shift into the 
absurdly silly is that Pâris is suddenly struck by an overbearing sensation that wracks his 
entire being--prompting him to appeal to the audience to verify his feelings.  This 
dramatic turn can be him feeling true emotions, pangs of a more sexual nature, or waking 
him from a seemingly virtuous rhapsody and thrusting him back into his vain self-
 
59. Balsano, Satira e Parodia, 157-162. 
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absorbed sphere where he spends the entirety of the operetta.  The specific intention will 
vary depending on the vision of the stage director.   
There are three “brrr’s” which implies an escalation of intensity and that can take 
the form of volume, playing with the trill, or with staging.  Allow for a slight ritardando 
at measures 28-29 as the poetic and melodic line literally peter out.  At measure 29, there 
is room for a break that can take as much or as little time as you need for whatever 
staging may be inserted.  Within the pause you then have time to reconnect with the 
conductor and reset the tempo for the repeat of the phrase.  In addition, you need to find a 
way to differentiate these two phrases, and that may be accomplished by making the first 
phrase more staccato and pointed and the second more legato, again, using rhythm as a 
tool for expression.60 See Musical Example 11 on the next page:  
 
 









The moment in the piece that can cause the most consternation is the written D 
natural at measure 35.   
 
Musical Example 12: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 14 Couplets”, mm. 33-35, refrain.  
 
As a tenor, there is an expectation of effortless, beautifully sung high notes and a 
D, though not beyond the realm of possibilities, is rather ambitious.  It is more commonly 
reserved for florid show-off arias in the midst of vocally exceptional roles by composers 
like Rossini or Donizetti.  The fact that it appears suddenly in the middle of a seemingly 
ridiculous little set of “couplets” is confusing, and there are multiple ways in which to 
prepare this phrase.  You may sing a full-voiced D that flows in tempo through to the end 
of the phrase, take a brief fermata in order to accentuate and facilitate the D, or a head-
voiced/falsetto D in tempo and flipping back into full voice on the way down with a 
somewhat comic affect.  The current scholarly discussion as to how tenors sang in their 
upper registers during the 19th century is hotly debated and there is no way to know with 
certainty how this was done at the time.61  The best way, ultimately, to navigate this  
 
61. Bloch, The Pathological Voice, 11–31.   
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sequence is to use falsetto and comedic singing.  There are several reasons, logical and 
experiential, that lend credence to the falsetto approach.   
1) The D natural will not sound pretty in virtually any way in this instance. It is a lot 
 of fuss and work for a virtually useless performance element. 
2) The only way to make the moment work as a piece of vocal showmanship is to 
  take a fermata on the D natural.  The problem is that a tenuto or fermata here does  
  not work well with the orchestration.  The music is built to flow in tempo and  
  taking the pause for the voice simply does not function well. 
3) Most importantly, the nature of this song is entertainment by way of silliness. Just 
 14 measures ago, Pâris was rolling his tongue over a set of trills to illustrate his  
  lustfulness.  To then shock the audience with a piece of ill written virtuosity  
  seems unnatural.  Pass on this opportunity to show off your vocal prowess in  
  favor of the drama.  Making it a silly moment that focuses on the poetry and  
  dramatic intent of the moment frees you up from spending any vocal principal on  
  a thankless bit of music.  If this troubles you, keep in mind that you have more  
  than half of the opera left in which you can wow the audience with vocal choices  
  that make sense musically, poetically, and dramatically.   
4) If singing a full-voiced D natural in this context does not add any undue stress or 
 devotion of time and effort, then by all means give the audience a show. Allowing  
  this moment to be interpreted for the singer’s preference helps to eliminate any  
  questions that might arise in the process of role preparation. 
Understanding all of this and making the decision early while preparing the role will save 
the singer quite a bit of time and effort.
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IV. No. 15, Duo 
 One of the most beautifully composed pieces in the operetta is No. 15 the duet, 
and it is a good example of Offenbach’s compositional prowess.62  Like the first aria, it 
makes clear sense in terms of legato singing and musicality.  There are no random high 
notes or comic vocal tricks to throw you off of your technique or standard preparation for 
performance.  That is to say it is beautifully written and rewards the singer’s intuition.  It 
is important to note that this song has a standardized bit of staging that plays a significant 
factor in how it is sung.  Hélène has awoken to the sound of Pâris’s singing and she 
exclaims that she must be dreaming.  Pâris immediately capitalizes on her assumption 
and assures her that it is indeed a dream and that they are thereby freed from the demands 
of decency and virtue in the real world.  This scene in most professional versions ends 
with the couple in varying stages of undress on Hélène’s bed and falling exhausted into 
each other’s arms to be later discovered by Hélène’s husband.  In my own experience, the 
stage director concluded our duet staging with an uproarious pillow fight.   
As with everything else in this opera, the tempo is very important.  It is still in a 
fairly high tessitura for the tenor and keeping the tempo moving forward will help.  That 
will depend on the conductor as well, but the singer has plenty of power over their 
willingness to drive the melodic intension and not milk the phrases.  It is a long duet that 
will conclude with fairly physical staging at its climax and saving some energy and 
gliding through the tessitura is very helpful.   
 
 
62. Maria Balsano, Satira e Parodia, 150.  This assessment coincides with Balsano’s article that states 
that in satirizing and parodying the grand opera of his day Offenbach also displayed the compositional 
abilities of his contemporaries. 
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There are of course phrasing tools written into the score such as the ritardando at 
measure 22.  Feel the real weight of the ritardando in the second half of the measure so 
that it functions as a very quick lurch out of tempo before Hélène counts everyone back 
in with her ‘a tempo’ marking at measure 23.   
 
Musical Example 13: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 15 Duo”, mm. 21-23, refrain.  
 
The ‘a tempo’ at measure. 31 sets us up for the cat-and-mouse foreplay that Pâris 
and Hélène will engage in, dramatically, for the rest of the duet.  The dramatic back and 
forth feeling is also indicated in the call and response, lyrically, that they share.  At 
measure 47, there is a section where the orchestra drops out and the temptation will be to 
take a breath before and tenuto the A natural, but the refrain will be repeated two more 
times and so that musical choice is better saved for later.  Whether or not to take a long 
fermata at measure 47, as opposed to a short tenuto, will be a discussion to be had with 




Musical Example 14: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 15 Duo”, mm. 47-48, refrain.  
 
In the first verse, Hélène begins to toy with Pâris by asking if she is as beautiful as 
Vénus.  He responds in kind by delaying his answer and instead waxing poetic on the 
goddess’s beauty.  This needs to build in playfulness and intensity as Pâris has the 
tendency to repeat his phrases over and over again.  Such as at measure 80 the first 
“madame” should be loving and tender and its counterpart at measure 85 needs more 
intensity and playfulness which may be illustrated with a strong crescendo.  See Musical 















From measures 87 to 98, observe the anime marking and let the comedic singing 
accentuate the phrase.   
 







Accentuate any dramatic intention with emphases and lifts which will juxtapose 
the legato sequence in measures 100-111.  With Pâris’s florid line, differentiate them by 
emphasizing the downbeat in measures 101-102 and then emphasizing each G natural in 
measures 105-106.   
 
Musical Example 17: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 15 Duo”, mm. 100-107, verse 2.  
 
There is an opportunity for tenuto on the A natural in measure 114 which fits 
nicely in the poetry and music.  That will be a discussion for you and the conductor.  At 
measure 119, observe the piano marking and do not tenuto over this A natural as that 
opportunity will present itself when you repeat this later.  The dramatic intention of this 
moment is the pleading romantic eloquence of the phrase and not a passionate heroic 




Musical Example 18: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 15 Duo”, mm. 113-119, verse 2 and refrain.  
 
The refrain will run virtually identical to the first time through.  For the sake of 
differentiation, sing this one a little bit softer to reflect the romantic intention of measure 
119 and also to shock the listener with the revelation that now Pâris will turn the tables 
and tease Hélène.  In this verse Pâris tells Hélène that Vénus, being a goddess and not a 
queen, had a certain recklessness which allowed her to give him two or three kisses 
causing him to believe her to be more beautiful than Hélène.  This whole verse is very 




at 164 accentuates the double entendre in Pâris’s phrase that beauty is nothing without a 
little abandon.  The repeated lines in measures 166-172 are differentiated by rhythmic 
notation but be sure to really bring out the dotted rhythm present in measures 171-172.   




This again indicates the duality in Pâris’s intentions and produces a farcical nature 
to the whole moment.  At measure 175, bring back the legato and lovely singing as he 
goes in for the kill and tries to draw her into giving him kisses.  Hélène plays with him 
again at measure 202 and brings us back to the refrain.   
At measure 204, Pâris repeats the phrase from measure 119 but this time there is 
no dynamic marking.  Use this as an opportunity for contrast from measure 119 and sing 
it with full bravado and fermata over the A natural, dramatically pause at the 8th rest, and 
then return to a tempo into measure 205 with indulgent portamenti for comedic effect.    
 
Musical Example 20: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 15 Duo”, mm. 204-205, refrain 3.  
 
The final refrain should have the strongest dynamics, animation, and tempo push.  
When you arrive at measure 241, take a lift before the A natural and bring that phrase out 
a little slower for emphasis.  Fly the tempo through measures 243-250 and if you are 
feeling up to it, and if the staging is not overly taxing, take a lift at measure 248 after 





Musical Example 21: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 15 Duo”, mm. 249-250, refrain 3 final.  
 
This is a moment that allows for natural virtuosity and truly adds to the dramatic 
and musical power of the scene and so an interpolation here is justifiable.
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V. No. 21b, Tyrolienne 
 Pâris’s second aria in Act 3 that is often referred to as “Un Tyrolienne” or “A 
Tyrolean” which refers to the historical Tyrol region of the alps, and Offenbach had 
played around in these waters before.63  In his final gambit to steal Hélène, Pâris has 
arrived at the court of Ménélas disguised as the Oracle of Vénus so as to fool the court 
into entrusting Hélène into his care.  The people, upon learning of his impending arrival, 
prostrate themselves in fear of terrible judgment.  Pâris, as the Oracle, allays their fears 
and in true “used-car-salesman” fashion whips the crowd up into a frenzy declaring that 
the cult of Vénus is one of joy and celebration.   
  This is where the role becomes truly absurdist and schizophrenic--entering Marx 
Brothers territory.  It truly reflects Offenbach’s roots in the art of the 19th century 
Parisian vaudevilles which often incorporated a master of deception and sudden reversals 
of fortune as tropes of the art form.64  Up until now we have seen that strong dramatic 
experience is needed not only to handle the back and forth of comedic, heroic, and 
romantic singing, but also as a tool to justify the choices made by the performer to 
survive the demands of the role.  This aria, however, takes the role into another vocal 
technique altogether as it employs yodeling.  Despite the fact that this is an operetta, 
traditional operatic technique is not the preferred method for performing this aria.  In the 
first place, the Tyrolean region of Europe is the home of yodeling folk music, but there 
are other reasons why to sing this aria with a nontraditional operatic technique.   
 
63. Kracauer, Jacques Offenbach, 89-91. 
 
64. Terni, A Genre for Early Mass Culture, 234.  Terni describes the vaudeville as a genre and how the 




1) The melodic line flies through four C#’s, with a repeat, which were never meant 
to be sung with full voice.  Yodeling flips in and out of falsetto allowing the 
break in the voice to serve as a part of the technique and sound expectation.  
As a classical singer, we are taught to minimize and virtually remove any 
sound of break between the chest and head voice registers.  There are a few 
recordings where one may witness tenors as they white-knuckle their way 
through the C#’s with admirable courage and ability, but their effort is 
ultimately unnecessary and stylistically incorrect. 
2) This is, again, a comedic piece.  The virtuosic value of singing beautiful C#’s is 
undercut by the silliness with which they are composed and the taxing nature 
that the staging will inevitably contain.  The staging for this is commonly a 
choreographed dance number and so powerful virtuosic singing at that range 
will be compromised.   
3)  The relief one may feel in taking this aria in a lighter comedic direction alleviates 
a lot of pressure and helps the rest of the role.  The stylistic and dramatic 
defenses for performing this aria with head voice/falsetto are enough to give 
you confidence that your choices stem not from lack of talent but virtue of 






Through the verses of this aria do not let comedic voice interpret into 
compromised singing.  At measure 92, be sure to overemphasize the dotted rhythms as 
they lampoon the affected nature of Pâris’s supposed religious station.   
 
Musical Example 22: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 91-92, verses 1 and 2.  
 
This was a highly scandalizing operetta as all characters relating to any religious 
duty are shown to be ultimately cynical and duplicitous in nature.  The commentary on 
the clergy of 19th century Europe was not lost on Offenbach’s critics, and his continuing 
satire of the hypocritical nature of his times is well demonstrated in this scene.65  Think 
of the tempo marking for the verses of this aria as “pompous goose march.”  Everything 
flows to that dotted rhythm at the end of the phrase.  Employ some nasality in the French 
in order to bring out the humor in the dotted rhythms such as in the repeat at measure 96 
in the word “lourdement.”  With the second verse, a good way to up the stakes on the 
dotted rhythms would be to insert some unnecessary aspirated accents.  In addition, take a 
tenuto over the A natural in the second time through measure 97.  This accent, especially 
 




in verse 2 on the word “vraiment” meaning “truth,” is dramatically acceptable and the 
musical choice reflects the self-importance of the character.   
 
Musical Example 23: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 93-98, verses 1 and 2.  
 
  The dotted rhythm motif takes on a new character at measure 99.  Sing these 





Musical Example 24: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 99-102, refrain 1 and 2.  
 
This is the moment that Pâris subverts their religious fears and commands that 
they be joyful and lecherous.  The only comedic accent falls on the word “joyeux” in 
measure 100.  At measure 102, lean into a crooning comedic feel on the “Ah!” and over-
emphasize the moment as much as possible.  By breaking the tempo for dramatic flair 
and humor, you then have the freedom to take a dramatic break before setting a new 
tempo for measure 103.  This is another moment to lock in with the conductor and bring 
everyone back in by your in-tempo pick up.  It is written allegretto and do not try to go 
any slower.   
It is important to let this section clip not only for strong contrast, but to avoid the 
temptation to over-sing the C#’s.  If they are long and drawn out, the stylistic effect of 
alpine yodeling will be nullified and so will the comedy.  In addition, there is not a lot of 
room for dynamic or melodic growth on a falsetto and so they should be quick and sharp.  
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The vocal style reflects the dramatic characterization and to power through instead of 
embracing the style will result in tension while the inherent beauty of the style will come 
through in the humor if you obey the intention of the drama.66  Through measures 110-
113 sing both the C#’s and the B naturals in falsetto.  
 
Musical Example 25: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 110-118, refrain 1 and 
2.  
Unifying the sound expectation of the leaps is important to creating the effect that 
you are going for in the aria.  Singing one falsetto and the other full voiced would create 
 
66. Balk, The Complete Singer Actor, 56, 94.  The effective synthesizing of styles, dramatic and 




a dichotomy that sounded like a problem with the C# or would waffle between sounds so 
noticeably that the establishment of the Oracle character would be called into question 
and the audience would be wondering what was going on sonically rather than simply 
enjoying the farce.   
The true yodeling hits in measures 123-127.   
 
Musical Example 26: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 123-129, refrain 1 and 
2.  
This is where the flip into the falsetto really comes into play and produces the 
classic sound expectation that, within the ludicrous dramatic circumstances, pokes fun at 
the French’s Tyrolean neighbors.  It will probably run counter to most techniques that 
trained opera singers employ, but it is the easiest, funniest, and ultimately the prettiest 
way to sing this section.  It will take a lot of athletic preparation.  While learning, take it 
at a painfully slow speed and repeat the phrase dozens of times a day in order to make the 
melodic line a natural part of your technique.  This is common practice for any piece of 
coloratura, but the difference here is that the technique includes an “L” accent for every 
note.  The danger will lie in overworking the tongue and drawing up the larynx.  The 
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other technique difference is that this will feel ultimately more like a belt technique or 
straight tone technique with a still and stable larynx rather than the floating laryngeal 
sensation associated with operatic singing.  The speed at which you must go does not 
allow for much in the way of oscillation.  Increase the speed, or spin, of the air as you 
would to navigate any kind of coloratura but with a still larynx or belt technique.  The 
increase in air speed will also help with the release of tongue tension, and a good rule of 
thumb to follow is that if the tongue is overly tense your air speed will not be able to 
increase.  The flip into falsetto will also help keep the larynx low as you sing.   
Lastly, at measure 128 there is a C# that is the exception to the rule.  It is virtually 
impossible to flip on this note due to the nature of the melodic line written around it.  
This is the one C# that you simply have to release your throat and glide through as you 
barrel into the ending.   
 
Musical Example 27: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 128-129, refrain 1 and 
2.  
Due to the ensemble nature of this piece is acceptable to tacet through measures 130-134 







Musical Example 28: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 130-134, refrain 1 and 
2.  
Pâris’s vocal line is doubled and there is no way that you will be heard.  There are 
those who frown on this vocal choice, but there is no reason not to take a little moment to 
save some voice here unless otherwise requested by your conductor.  The stage at this 
moment is often crowded with every member of the cast, except Hélène, and all are 
engaged in some sort of dance or debauchery with Pâris as the ringleader, so the tacet is 
defensible and sometimes necessary.  
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The only opportunity for contrast during the repeat is in measures 99-100, by 
producing a greater emphasis the dotted rhythms67 and comically painting the word 
“joyeux”.  The second time on measure 102, do not overindulge the fermatas; simply sing 
through with robust confidence and only lift slightly before diving back into tempo.   
 
Musical Example 29: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 100, refrain 1 and 2. 
 
Musical Example 30: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 21b Tyrolienne”, mm. 102-103, refrain 1 and 
2.  
The entertainment value of the Tyrolienne hinges on the dedication of Pâris to the drama 
and style of the piece.  There is little that could be considered traditional bel canto about 
it, and it channels the feel of a musical theater piece more than an operatic aria.  The 
piece is most likely to achieve its goals if the singer can remove their ego and have fun.
 
67. Bernac, The Interpretation of French Song, 23. 
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VI. Ensembles: Act I: No. 8 Final; Act: II, No. 16 Final: Act III: No. 22/2 Final 
There are only two major ensemble sequences in the operetta in which Pâris 
participates and they are the act 1 and act 2 finales.  They are comparatively simple and 
vocally less taxing than the other solo sections in the rest of the role, but they contain 
certain peculiarities that bear mentioning.  The tessitura drops considerably lower with 
prolonged sequences on the lower half of the staff and several sequences of coloratura 
that dip below the staff.  The lower tessitura in one sense is a kind reprieve from the 
vocal gymnastics of the rest of the role, but there is a danger in that in order to be heard, 
especially over a crowd of fellow singers, the tenor might push.  The order of the day will 
be to maintain perfect technique and allow the notes to fall where they may in terms of 
beauty and volume.  The acting technique plays yet another important role in these 
sequences as they are stylistically humorous, and the oddly placed coloratura and lower 
tessitura indicate a tone of parody to the great finales of Offenbach’s contemporaries.68   
Both finales conclude in ensemble patter sequences that ride on the tenor’s break 
for multiple pages at a time.  For example, in No. 8 Final at measures 243-260, Pâris 
becomes the ringleader of a mob convincing Ménélas to leave for Crete in order to 






68. Balk, The Complete Singer-Actor, 22.  Synthesis of dramatic intention and vocal technique will aid 









The line, which is the principal theme of the overture, act 1 finale and the act 3 
final, rides on F and G naturals with little to no rests until the end of the scene.  This is, 
again, not going to sound overly beautiful, but must still be sung legato so as to produce a 
proper highway of air upon which to safely sing so as not to exhaust the voice in the first 
act.69  It is a bit of a shouting match for Pâris and the tenor must be aware that he need 
not be concerned with beauty or tone, but simply focus on healthy vocal production and 
allow the dramatic intention of the line carry the day.   
This mode of thinking goes double for No. 12 the finale in act 2 where in 
measures 330-360 in which the entire company sings a patter sequence to rival any bel 














Musical Example 32: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 16 Final”, mm. 333-335.  
 
It is very easy to wear out the voice in these instances and the tenor must simply 
be aware that he has become part of a vocal orchestra where he serves no purpose except 
to become part of the texture of Offenbach’s momentary indulgence into cancan concert 
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music.  The game, succinctly put, is to become a comedic tenor for two scenes without 
changing the true nature of the voice or keeping any comic character elements on the 
sound once the scenes are over. 
Within the No. 12 act 2 final, there is a unique sequence that needs to be 
addressed before moving on to another piece in the operetta.  At measure 67, Pâris is 
distracting Ménélas and his fellow Greeks from their adulterous accusation and is rousing 














Musical Example 33: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 16 Final”, mm. 64-79.  
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The humorous nature of this section, as well as multiple possible tempi, allows for 
a half-sung comic voice that is easily accomplished in falsetto.  This section, again, does 
not require traditionally beautiful singing.  The tenor is expected to create an 
approximation of the sounds of orchestral instruments.  Pâris develops a pizzicato motif, 
accompanied by a growing orchestra and the voices of Oreste, Achille, Agamemnon, 
Ajax 1 and Calchas.  The vocal line of Pâris would be considered an extreme tessitura if 
sung full voice including many Bb’s, a prolonged trill on the Db, and at measure 72 a 
high Eb.  Depending on the conductor’s choice, the preference of the stage director, and 
the vocal capabilities of the singer, this sequence could be executed from moderato, or 
120 BPM, to vivace, or 145 BPM; if possible, the tenor should request the faster tempo.   
  Regardless, a strong use of falsetto, head voice, and/or mixed voice is absolutely 
necessary for the singer to negotiate this challenging section.70  The lighter voicing will 
not be drowned out, by virtue of the fact that the orchestra is intentionally thin.  Any 
potential insecurities about the nature of the vocal production can be quashed by the 
dramatic intent of the scene.  In addition to allowing for comedic and falsetto voicing to 
be employed the tenor may also insert consonants into the moving passages so as to 
facilitate faster movement if necessary.  This sequence needs to clip along as fast as 
possible in order to remain comedic, as opposed to cumbersome, and adding in light 
dental d or b consonants can assist the tenor in negotiating the tempo expected by the 
conductor or director.  Listening to available recordings reveals that those singers that did 
not employ the use of incidental consonants and resulted in a much slower tempo and 
overall a less effective scene that dragged on past the point of comedy. 
 
70. Cadet, De Volupté, 101.  Cadet gives the same assessment of the “orchestral” section of the finale. 
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No. 22, Act 3 final recycles the melodic material and ensemble writing from the 
previous scenes.  Pâris’s final line occurs as recitative in measures 136-141.   
 
Musical Example 34: Offenbach, La belle Hélène, “No 22/2 Final”, mm. 135-141.  
 At measure 140, it is effective to interpolate the first syllable to a high C, painting a 
victorious cry from the prince of Troy as he makes off with Ménélas’s wife.  It is 
stylistically Italian, but fits the role’s eclectic nature as well as the tastes of Offenbach’s 
audience.71  It also creates a natural fermata which allows for the conductor to prep the 
downbeat into the subsequent ensemble tempo at measure 141.  The tenor will need to 
watch the stick and very clearly prepare his dismount from the interpolation for the sake 
of the conductor and orchestra if this musical choice is to be effective or acceptable. 
 
71. Everist, Grand Opéra-Petit Opéra, 7. 
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CHAPTER III – CONCLUSION 
It is true that opera is primarily concerned with beauty and precision as a matter 
of pride and honor.  That is all well and good, but when it comes at the cost of 
legitimately well-written and hilarious comedy, I consider the price too high.  Within the 
21st century, lesser known Mozart operas are being produced more and more and it is a 
wonderful opportunity to bring some diversity to the repertoire.  But, musicians often 
scoff even at these works for their lack of quality while continuing to pan through them 
for value by virtue of the fact that they were written by Mozart.  Offenbach has not 
received such kind devotion.  Whether this is a critical holdover from the 19th century 
articles who were indebted to the Opéra Comique or an unwillingness to do the research 
when there is a living to be made, there is simply no accounting for taste.    
Within my own experience in performing this operetta, it was treated with some 
neglect and special deference given instead to the more austere and standard productions 
that were part of the same season.  Surprisingly, La belle Hélène turned out to be the hit 
of the season as attendance spiked with each performance and the audience’s reception 
was one of warmth and delight.  It is a raucous and satirical diversion and there ought 
always to be a place for such fare at the theatre.  The key remains in being willing to 
interpret the operetta as it presents itself on the page.  This is true of all music and a short 
detour into the wacky world of romantic era French operetta can be a great tutor of what 
is possible within the confines of comic opera if only the singer will play along.  If it can 
be done well and within the scope of the composer’s intention La belle Hélène is a 




APPENDIX A – A Breakdown of the Role of Pâris for Rehearsal 
Couplets  
  The Couplets are quick and easy to rehearse.  Except for the chorus with the high 
D, they constitute a middle voice sequence of legato singing.  I used them to start my 
work each day to get my mind in the correct sphere for the work I was about to do.  They 
also gently warm the voice, as they are musically relaxed and middle range. 
Aria 
  This is one of the hardest, and most rewarding, parts of the work.  The tessitura is 
high and lingers in the tenor’s break. I recommend working it through constantly so as to 
accustom the muscles to such demands.  The chorus can be taxing to sing continually so I 
advise that if you are not feeling up to it to mark through the Bb’s and focus on the more 
difficult sections of the verse which demand a perfect stream of bel canto air.  Anticipate 
getting ahead of each line and be physically prepared to “lean” for three minutes.   
Patter sequences 
These sections are worthless to the solo performer.  You cannot be heard over the 
roar of the chorus.  There is no technique or beauty to them.  They need constant 
attention purely for the sake of muscle memory so that you may survive them without 
clutching the throat muscles.  Treat them as a necessary evil and pragmatically work 
through them without giving them more than ten minutes of your time.   
Coloratura sequences 
You need only focus on the passages of coloratura so as to be sure you are singing 
them accurately with full release and health of voice.  The coloratura in this operetta is 
purely mocking and comedic and as such will never sound like real Rossini and so you 
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need only find the best way to squawk healthfully.  There are plenty of moments to shine 
vocally, but none of them are found in the patter or coloratura sequences. 
Ensemble Sequences 
These need attention insofar as they are a little counterintuitive in places and you 
simply need to know them as a respectable performer.  They are vocally easy, and are 
driven by text and character. 
Orchestral Sequence and Tyrolienne 
These are the parts of the opera that require extensive vocal specialization and 
therefore unique practice.  They are not like normal verismo or bel canto singing and 
need their own approach and treatment.   
Duet 
The duet is the most standard and rewarding piece of singing in the entire 
operetta.  You are allowed to sing beautifully, you are not required to walk a vocal tight 
rope as in the aria, and you are given beautiful lines, high notes, and refrains that produce 
real transportation for the audience.  I often saved this for last as a sort of reward after all 
my hard work and focus on style.   
Spacing 
This is a lot of work to do in one day and there is really no standard for how much 
any one person ought to do in a day.  That is a unique process every artist needs to work 
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